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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4070-“No way! How could I leave you 
two behind?” 

Dahlia was worried. How could she escape on her own in a dire situation such 
as this? 

James said, “I’ve already rescued Karglain, Bruce, and the other humans. I’ll 
help your sect’s deputy leader now. If we avoid fighting, we should be able to 
escape pretty easily. If you continue staying here, how will you leave if they 
seal off their planet?” 

Dahlia felt tremendous relief at his words. 

She nodded and said, “Alright, then I’ll leave the Soul Realm first and head to 
the headquarters. After you meet with Granduncle, he’ll also bring you there.” 

After she finished speaking, Dahlia quickly left. James likewise heaved a sigh 
of relief once she had left. 

He looked at the fierce battle in the distance, stretched his body, and felt a 
powerful force well up in his body. Then, he murmured, “I haven’t fought since 
entering the Omniscience Path’s Seventh Stage. I’ll be able to test out my 
strength today.” 

James returned to his original appearance. He held the Malevolent Sword and 
rushed toward Mount Carslegh. 

A fierce battle raged outside Mount Carslegh. The Heaven- Eradicating Sect’s 
Deputy Leader, Daegus Laoise, was surrounded by the Soul Race’s 
powerhouses. Although he was powerful, he faced multiple opponents and 
was at a disadvantage. Under the continuous flurry of attacks, he sustained 
various injuries. Despite that, he continued to fight desperately and killed 
several of the Soul Race’s guards. 

Swoosh! 

Suddenly, bright Sword Energy rushed toward the battlefield. It pierced 
through the air and appeared on the battlefield. The Sword Energy homed in 
on Waspen. Sensing the danger, Waspen quickly dodged it. 



Boom! 

The Sword Energy crashed into the ground and created a deep crevice. 

The Soul Realm was one of the Greater Realms. Its space was remarkably 
stable, and the universe James came from could not hold a candle to it. Even 
top powerhouses were not capable of causing large-scale destruction. 

A man dashed into the battlefield after the Sword Energy crashed into the 
ground. The man’s body emitted a light glow, and his powerful aura 
permeated the air. He wielded a black sword as he stood firmly on the 
battlefield. 

His aura spread through the area and formed a terrifying magnetic field. 
Within the area of the magnetic field, even the Soul Realm’s space began to 
distort. 

‘The Omniscience Path’s Seventh Stage?” 

The powerhouses attacking Daegus were startled and quickly retreated, 
immediately wary of the sudden challenger. 

James appeared in front of Daegus. 

“W-Who are you?” 

Daegus was drenched in blood. He looked at James suspiciously. As the 
Heaven-Eradicating Sect’s Deputy Leader, he knew almost every powerful 
human. However, he had never seen the young man standing in front of him 
before. 

“Haha!” 

A burst of laughter came from the sky. 

‘The Omniscience Path’s Seventh Stage? That’s impressive. You must be a 
genius to have reached the Seventh Stage, breaking through the limit placed 
on the Omniscience Path. Unfortunately…” 

Tobias slowly approached James, walking through the air. 

His face darkened, and he said coldly, “It’s unfortunate that you revealed 
yourself in the Soul Race’s territory. Today will be your last day alive.” 



James looked at Tobias, who released powerful energy. He immediately 
became serious after sensing Tobias’ aura. He had sensed the aura of an 
Acmean before. Back in his universe, he had fought with a powerful Ursa. 

The Ursa was already injured, and James only managed to wound him 
because he made a sneak attack. Moreover, he had to use a powerful 
formation to trap the Ursa and only managed to kill him after putting in so 
much effort. 

Tobias’ aura was much stronger than the Ursa he had killed. 

“You should flee first.” 

James did not look back at Daegus. He glared at Tobias approaching from the 
distance and instructed Daegus, “I’ve already rescued Karglain, Bruce, and 
the others. You should run right now. I’ll hold Tobias back for a while and try 
to find an opportunity to escape as well.” 

Daegus immediately refused. “How can I do that? We should fight together.” 

 


